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Pandemic
pushes
teachers
away, out
By Jennifer Bringle
CAROLINA PUBLIC PRESS

COURTESY JESSICA HOLMES

Former Democratic state secretary of labor candidate Jessica Holmes lost her statewide race by a small margin in November. Out of nearly 20 Black
women to run for legislative, judicial or Council of State positions in 2020, only six were elected.

Electoral support still elusive
for Black women candidates
Poor results in North Carolina blamed on lingering racial and gender bias
By Kirsten Johnson
FOR THE CHARLOTTE POST

Despite Black women making great
strides in North Carolina politics, they
remain an underrepresented group in
the state’s halls of power in the executive, legislative, and judicial branches
of government.
Black women in North Carolina have
advocated, marched, rallied, lead in office and in civil rights movements for
years and have participated in elections
since the 1965 Voting Rights Act legally
banned racial discrimination from the
voting process.
Still, in 2020, they don’t make up a

quarter of state representatives, senators
or judges. In the 2020 election cycle,
nearly 20 Black women ran for legislative, judicial and Council
of State seats, yet only six
won. The others, including
Yvonne Lewis Holley for
(lieutenant governor), Jessica Holmes (labor commissioner), Erica Smith (U.S.
Senate) and Lora Cubbage
(Court of Appeals) all lost
Beasley
by slim margins.
Cheri Beasley, who trails
Paul Newby in her bid to remain chief
justice of the state Supreme Court, is in
the midst of a recount.

“The results were discouraging, I can
say, at the very least,” said Smith, a state
senator. “I’m also extremely disappointed and disgusted that African
American women are the most loyal voting bloc for the Democratic Party, we
have carried so much water yet every African American woman who ran a race
up ballot lost.”
Smith, 50, unsuccessfully ran for the
Democratic Senate nomination against
Cal Cunningham in the March primary.
Cunningham lost to incumbent Republican Thom Tillis, due in part to at least
one admitted extramarital affair after
winning the nomination.
Please see ELECTORAL | 2A
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Post Foundation
banquet going
virtual in 2021

App keeps
you safe
from virus
infection

By Ellison Clary
FOR THE CHARLOTTE POST

Because of COVID-19 uncertainty, The Charlotte
Post Foundation has decided to hold its Post Best
banquet virtually. It will feature both pre-recorded
and live elements.
The date remains April 17, which was set in late
August when the foundation postponed the original
date of Oct. 10 in an abundance of caution related
to coronavirus spread. The foundation has notified
honorees of the new format.
Funded largely by banquet proceeds, the foundation’s education-related initiatives continue unabated, said Gerald Johnson, publisher of The
Charlotte Post and president of The Charlotte Post
Foundation.
“We are working vigorously in three main endeavors,” Johnson said, citing recognition of Mecklenburg County’s top African American high school
seniors, an after-school remedial reading program
for third- and fourth-graders at Walter G. Byers Middle School and community seminars through Black
Lives Matter Charlotte. “Our programs are absolutely
essential, we feel, to enriching life in the Charlotte
area and to the struggle for equity and inclusion for
all,” Johnson said.
The foundation’s Luminary Award honoree is
Bishop Claude Alexander of The Park for his efforts
for equal access for all. Educator of the Year honors
go to Curtis Carroll, a recently retired veteran Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools principal who earned
praise for his advocacy of rigorous academics from
nurturing teachers.
The top two African American high school seniors
in academics – Raven Nikohl Funderburk of Olympic
High and Emory Reed Brinson of South Mecklenburg
High – are already on foundation scholarships for
college.

By Ashleigh Fields
THE CHARLOTTE POST
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Sellers, South Carolina Mayor Barbara Hopkins shows homes damaged by repeated
flooding and hurricanes since 2015.

Hurricanes devastate SC
town, leaving mold behind
By Nadia Ramlagan
NORTH CAROLINA NEWS SERVICE

RALEIGH – Almost every time
Gwen Felton opened the door to her
father’s mobile home, a blast of
stinking, moldy air smacked her in
the face.
Mold had spread across the floors,
crept up the walls and darkened the
window sills of her dad’s trailer after
a series of hurricanes and floods
began pounding Sellers five years
ago. And as the fungus advanced,
her father's already fragile health
seemed to get worse.
When her father died last January
at age 76, Felton couldn't help but
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For more than a decade, Chasity
Robinson worked as an elementary
school teacher in Cumberland
County. When the COVID-19 pandemic hit in March, she was suddenly thrust into the world of
virtual learning, both as a teacher
and as the parent of a first grader.
“I was being asked to do 10 times
more than I normally would in the
classroom while still trying to parent and keep my kid alive,” she
said.
“I would have meetings at the
same time that he was supposed to
be in class. I felt that I wasn’t doing
anything well, and I surely wasn’t
teaching effectively.”
So, before the start of the 202021 school year, Robinson made the
difficult decision to leave teaching
and pursue a home business full
time.
“The resources were nonexistent,
and even though I worked for an
amazing principal, I knew that I
wouldn’t be able to survive mentally through it,” she said.
She’s not alone. According to recent data from the Federal Bureau
of Labor and Statistics, North Carolina has lost more than 27,000
education jobs — K-12, higher education and community colleges —
this year between February and
September.
While some of those losses can
be attributed to shifts in student
enrollments during the COVID-19
pandemic, evidence has also
pointed to educators and school
staff leaving the profession due to
COVID.
“One of the things that we have
been seeing are educators who are
very concerned about their safety,
particularly having to go back into
classrooms, and particularly our
educators who are high risk for
contracting COVID,” said Tamika
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wonder if mold had contributed to
the variety of health problems that
ultimately killed him. But Felton, a
nurse for nearly 30 years, said
others in this tiny community face
similar threats.
“Sellers has a problem as far as
mold, due to the rain and the conditions of the homes,” she said.
“People have been there all their
lives and they don’t know how to get
help. They don’t have any other
choice but to live there.”
Similar troubles are occurring in
other out-of-the-way communities
across South Carolina, where storms
Please see HURRICANES | 3A
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Charlotte entrepreneurs have
created an app that screens people
for potential viral infection.
Herman Hill, Greg Harris, and Joseph Holmes launched the VitaCorpo app, which provides secure,
end-to-end, remote verification of
an individual's health status using
real time data collection and surveys.
The public domain app is free for
individual users and the founders
hope to continue providing safety
measures and precautions even
long after COVID-19 is under control.
“When you replace ‘COVID-19’
with ‘infectious disease’ that’s
where VitaCorpo will stay,” said
Harris. “VitaCorpo allows [companies] to manage the spread of
disease and to do so at a very inexpensive cost, which gives us a
better opportunity as a community
to get back to some type of normalcy.”
Hill, a co-founder and graduate of
Mississippi Valley State University,
is an accredited healthcare representative who has worked with
major companies such as Pfizer,
Please see HEALTH | 2A
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Electoral support elusive
for Black women in NC
Continued from page 1A
“We have a fallacy of
thinking that it takes a
white male to beat a white
male,” said Smith, who
grew up on a family farm
in Gaston. “In the 230
years that we have been
electing United States senators, we have only had
two Black women, two
Black women, ever to serve
in the highest chamber in
our country. What does
that say?”
Only 10 African Americans in total have served in
the U.S. Senate. The two
women are Vice Presidentelect Kamala Harris of California and Carol Moseley
Braun of Illinois. The other
eight were men.
“In the last three election
cycles in the state, Democrats have lost rural and
(Native American) voters,”
said Smith. “As someone
who's represented a rural
district, I also think we
need to be doing more to
show up everywhere for
everyone.”
Across the nation, Black
women were at the center
of conversations surrounding the election this year.
They are the largest voting
bloc among for democrats
and are often referred to as
the “backbone” of the
Democratic Party.
Over the last four elections, Black women have
voted in droves leading to
the successes of former
President Barack Obama,
and now President-elect
Joe Biden, and the first
Black and South Asian Vice
President-elect, Harris.
Black women voters and
candidates like Smith have
been critical of the Democratic Party’s lack of support when it comes to the
success of Black women on
the ballot.
“I believe that people
need to begin to trust Black
women's leadership as
much as they trust their
votes,”
said
Rebekah
Barber, a graduate student
at Duke University and a
research associate at the
Institute for Southern
Studies. “If Black women
can help others to get
elected, they should have
the opportunity to be
elected themselves.”
There is not one specific
answer as to why Black
women did not win more
this year. The barriers and
challenges that hinder
them range from gerrymandering and redistricting to financial disparities,
to the complex intersections of race, class and
gender, and most recently
restrictions brought about
by COVID-19.
Still, of the women The
Post interviewed, there is a
consensus that more needs
to be done to ensure more
Black women are elected to
public office in order to
represent
marginalized
communities.
Born and raised in eastern North Carolina, Holmes
ran for labor commissioner
to advocate for workers’
rights and create more job
opportunities in the state.
“I was not qualified to
run because I am a Black
woman; I am a Black
woman who also happens
to be qualified to be labor
commissioner. This is an
important
distinction,”
said Holmes, a former
Wake County commissioner. “It was important
for me to run because far
too many workers and everyday working families
did not feel heard by the
current commissioner of
labor.”
Holmes lost to Repub-

lican opponent state Rep.
Josh Dobson to replace the
retiring Cherie Berry, who
has held the position since
2001.
“Black women are the
most reliable voting block
for the Democratic Party
but yet we face unique
challenges when it comes
to electability,” Holmes
said.
Electability is a problem.
The issues of race, gender,
and class are intersectional
for Black women and can
hinder their chances of
running successful, wellfunded campaigns.
Glynda Carr, the president and CEO of Higher
Heights for America, a political action committee
dedicated to supporting
Black women candidates,
wrote: “if progressives
truly want to realize a
more functional democracy with leaders whose
policy priorities lift up everyone, one of our most urgent tasks is dissecting,
understanding, and changing the tenor of the conversation about who is
electable so that voters’
primary considerations for
choosing candidates are
their leadership abilities,
achievements, and commitment to driving effective policies.”
A Black person has never
served as labor commissioner. Holmes lost with
49.1% of the vote.
“We have been the backbone of the party and have
supported candidates far
less qualified, and far less
connected with our communities who receive
broad support without the
challenges we tend to
face,” said Holmes. “Black
women are resilient, and
you can be assured that we
will continue leading in our
communities and running
for office in historic
numbers until we shatter
every glass ceiling and barrier put before us.”
Losing the money fight
The North Carolina Democratic Party spent more
than $3 million in its support for candidates. Party
leaders say they support
Black women contenders
and have undertaken efforts to do more in recent
years, including appointing them to party leadership and hosting forums
on race.
“North Carolina Democrats know that Black
women are the backbone
of our party,” Meredith
Cuomo, the state Democratic Party’s executive director said in a statement
to The Post. “Which is why
we recruited and ran one
of the most diverse statewide slate of candidates in
our party’s history and
supported them throughout this campaign.”
Financial support has
been cited as a barrier by
some Black women candidates.
Smith agrees that wealth
remains an issue and believes the party should reexamine the value of the
number of dollars raised.
She was critical of the
Democratic
Senatorial
Campaign Committee for
endorsing Cunningham,
who ended up raising millions of dollars, over her.
“I didn’t come from
wealth, I came from hard
work and that is a valuable
currency that the political
culture has not yet had a
reckoning with,” said
Smith. “Black women, we
operate under a different
kind of currency that
should have more value.”
Money was poured into

campaigns around the
state. Most notably for a
Black woman candidate
was Michael Bloomberg’s
climate change group, the
Beyond Carbon Victory
Fund, who donated nearly
$2.5 million to state Rep.
Yvonne Lewis Holley’s
campaign against Republican challenger Mark Robinson
for
lieutenant
governor.
Holley lost to the firsttime candidate.
Holmes said the most
challenging part for her
campaign was COVID-19.
“It’s
important
for
elected officials to get out
and meet people where
they are to hear their concerns,” she said. “Campaigning via Zoom is not as
effective as in-person campaigning and makes it difficult to connect on a more
personal level.
COVID-19 cases in North
Carolina have been surging
and affected how many
candidates campaigned
this year. The Biden/Harris
campaign hosted drive-in
rallies and enforced masks
when they visited the state.
The Republican National
Convention was also held
virtually over the summer
in Charlotte and Jacksonville, Florida instead of inperson.
Blair M. Kelley, assistant
dean for Interdisciplinary
Studies and International
Programs and an associate
professor at North Carolina
State University, believes
that the issue of redistricting is a problem for Black
women and North Carolina
Democrats.
“Our districts are skewed
because of 2010,” said Kelley, referencing redistricting done by the state
legislature to favor Republicans. “North Carolina has
been battling to get justice
around those districts, justice around voter ID, but if
the structures are disabling
community coalition building that’s effective, it’s
hard to win. It’s a structural problem and it’s intentional.”
Kelley was happy to see
the gains Black women
made across the nation,
especially in Georgia,
where former gubernatorial
nominee
Stacey
Abrams worked with grassroots organizations to register more than 800,000
voters that helped Biden
win in the historically red
state.
“It was good to see the
ways in which nationally
there was a recognition
that Black women really do
serve as the base of the
Democratic Party, that they
are not only voters, but
they are really taking up
leadership positions,” said
Kelley. “We still have a lot
of work to do in terms of
making sure that all of the
electorates
see
Black
women as viable candidates. The party as a whole
can’t depend on just Black
women to move the
needle.”
Beasley was appointed
chief justice of the state’s
highest court by Gov. Roy
Cooper, making her the
first Black woman to ever
serve in that position.
Their presence bring a
valuable perspective to
decisions that impact the
entire state, but acceptance
has been slow across the
political spectrum.
“We have been out here
by our sweat, blood, and
tears and it’s time for
women as a whole but
Black women and people
of color in particular to get
our fair share,” Smith said.

NC books for gift giving
I thought it was enough,
maybe more than enough.
But the long list of North
Carolina books I recently
shared
for
readers
to
consider as
holiday gifts
or book club
choices did
not do the job.
One reader
complained
D.G.
that I did not
MARTIN
include recent
bestselling
books by North Carolina
connected authors John
Grisham and Nicholas
Sparks.
For instance, in John
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Grisham’s latest, “A Time
for Mercy,” he brings back
Jake Brigance, the hero of
“A Time to Kill,” one of the
most popular novels ever.
Nicholas Sparks sets his
latest, “The Return,” in
New Bern where Trevor
Benson, a Navy surgeon, is
recovering, in body and
mind, from having been
blown apart in Afghanistan.
Pat Conroy’s widow,
Cassandra King Conroy,
writes about her challenging but successful marriage in “Tell Me a Story:
Life with Pat Conroy.”
Kristy Woodson Harvey’s
“Feels Like Falling” follows

the life of a successful
businesswoman whose life
is jolted when her husband
suddenly leaves her.
When a hurricane threatens their coastal homes, a
diverse group of people in
Mary Alice Monroe’s “The
Summer Guests” make
their way to their friends’
horse farm in North Carolina near Tryon.
In Martin Clark’s “The
Substitution Order” a once
beloved
attorney--now
broke, on probation, and
disbarred--is the hero who
breaks up a complicated
scam.
“In the Valley” by Ron
Please see MORE | 4A

Pandemic pushes some of
NC’s teachers away and out
Continued from page 1A
Walker Kelly, president of the N.C. Association of Educators.
“They’re deciding that it is unsustainable, or because their requirements for accommodation have been
denied, they’re deciding to leave the
profession through voluntary resignation or retiring early.”
A complex problem
Some teachers are choosing to leave
because they or someone in their
home is at higher risk of experiencing
complications from COVID, and they
don’t feel safe returning to in-person
teaching.
Others, like Robinson, find the additional burden associated with virtual teaching — including added
preparation work outside the classroom, as well as struggles with technology — either too difficult or
unsustainable for their families.
“The scheduling in particular has
been difficult, as it has rolled out in
late summer and into the fall for K-12,
some teachers have had to balance inperson and online instruction, and it’s
been incredibly challenging,” said
Alisa Chapman, executive director of
the Association of Teacher Educators.
Those schedules continue to
change, almost weekly, across the
state as COVID-19 numbers have increased in several counties. Guilford
County Schools, for example, has
halted an expanded return to full-day
in-person learning for grades K-2 several times due to spikes in virus cases
across the county.
“I’ve heard teachers who have very
deep concerns around their own personal health,” Chapman said. “Especially those going into the classrooms
and schools to teach, and then coming
home and mingling with their families.”
Those who have to teach virtually,
or in a hybrid of both in-person and
virtual, suddenly find their workload
doubling without pay increases to
compensate for the additional efforts.
“The workloads during the pandemic have increased substantially
for educators,” Walker Kelly said.
“And because the workload doesn’t
balance the rate of pay and the flexibility required to make teaching this
way work, some educators are making
difficult decisions.”
Chapel Hill-based Chapman, who assesses national education trends in
her role with the Association of
Teacher Educators, says the problem
is not unique to North Carolina.
“Different states are following policies in different ways, depending on
how COVID has impacted local communities, states and regions across
America,” she said.
“For instance, we’ve seen the pandemic viral loads increase across
states now in the Midwest; prior to
that the concern was in the Southeast.”
Changing policies in a pandemic
The politicization of education in an
election year complicates an already
difficult challenge. Many of the state
decisions to reopen schools were
made along party lines, with Republican-led states returning to in-person
instruction at a faster rate than states
with Democratic governors.
In North Carolina, Democratic Gov.
Roy Cooper, who was reelected to a
second term, took a cautious approach to reopening schools, with virtual instruction gradually giving way
to in-person learning. His reluctance
to fully reopen the way some neighboring states did was criticized by the
Republican-led legislature.
Cooper’s tiered approach to reopening also left the final decision of if and
when to return to physical school up
to each school district leader. With so
many parties weighing in on school
opening procedures, there’s been a lot

of confusion and conflicting information for educators.
“From a policy perspective, this is a
huge issue,” Chapman said. “There
does seem to be a balance at the policy level with getting children back
into formal learning structures beyond online, but at the same time balancing the safety risk with teachers
and staff. They’re trying to make the
best-informed decisions that they can,
but it’s been an issue.”
The
ever-changing
infection
numbers mean decisions change
frequently, further complicating
teacher and student schedules with
last-minute changes to remote or inperson learning.
“The biggest thing I could see policy-wise that would be helpful is being
mindful of providing information and
policy changes and decisions in time
to give teachers and families time to
adjust,” said Kristin Papoi, program
director of the Master of Arts of teaching program at UNC Chapel Hill.
“I know people are eager to get back
to school as soon as possible, and I
support that, but if we could smooth
things out to decide what could we expect for, say a year, it would be helpful.”
Education advocates like the NCAE
also emphasize the need for more
educational funding at a governmental level to help provide the resources
and support teachers need, as well as
money to recruit and pay teachers
competitively.
“It’s important as well to have federal funding to protect provisions to
get educators the help they need,”
Walker Kelly said.
“We would like to see investing in
public education so we can recruit
teachers to the profession here in
North Carolina and honor what
they’re doing.”
Lasting repercussions
With educators choosing to exit an
already understaffed education system, the problem of teacher shortages
could increase dramatically over the
next couple of years.
While some of teachers leaving due
to COVID may eventually return to the
classroom, many of those taking early
retirement are unlikely to return.
“We have a teacher shortage already,
and this will exacerbate that if we continue to see more and more retirements and people leaving the
profession,” Papoi said.
“It will be important for us to focus
on recruitment and teacher retention,
putting a lot of focus on early career
teachers being engaged and happy,
feeling effective and energized in the
profession.”
Beyond an overall shortage, a loss of
quality educators could mean some
schools, particularly those in low-performing or rural districts, don’t have
a full-time instructor for certain subjects.
“I have an increasing concern that
when it comes to teacher supply and
demand across America, particularly
in states like North Carolina, the pandemic will exacerbate issues of not
having licensed teachers in math and
other essential subjects,” Chapman
said.
Papoi sees a possible silver lining.
The situation presents opportunities
for districts to take lessons they learn
during the pandemic to create more
flexibility for teachers and students.
“How are we thinking about the use
of time in schools?” Papoi said.
“We might be more creative with
how we’re using students’ time in
schools now that we have infrastructure for flexibility to engage in the online and offline world. There’s an
opportunity to look at how students
are taking ownership of things on
their own rather than schools just delivering curriculum.”

Health status in real time
Continued from page 1A
Syenos HealthCare Solutions and Johnson &
Johnson. Harris, the company’s CEO,
earned his degree
from
Jackson State
University
and Holmes,
the CPO, has
done extensive work in
Harris
visionary product design
for over 16
years.
Although
the
three
have
been able to
maintain remote
work
Hill
amidst
the
pandemic,
they know it’s
not the case
for many.
People who
must return to
in-person jobs
with pre-existing
health
Holmes
conditions
face a difficult decision
daily: feed their families or
protect themselves by
staying home. For many,
the possibility of losing

their life is worth the
promise of a paycheck,
even without clear preventative measures in place to
prevent them from contracting the coronavirus.
Hill, Harris and Holmes noticed the issue and quickly
prepared to solve it with
technology.
Through a user-friendly
interface, people are provided a list of questions
about possible symptoms.
Once the response is submitted, it moves on to collecting temperature and
blood oxidation levels,
which are proven to detect
abnormalities. The data is
instantly compared to
workplace health standards and employees are
given a pass or fail grade.
Employers are instantly
notified when an employee
fails workplace readiness
standards, giving them
more time to plan and prepare for changes in scheduling.
Gaining access to information sooner will help
prevent workers from
spreading the virus.
“I lost my 93-year-old
aunt and my 33-year-old
nephew to COVID,” said

Hill, who added their
deaths inspired him to find
a way to stop the spread.
“Oddly enough as I became a part of this executive team, my brother
was diagnosed with COVID
and my cousin who deals
with the healthcare industry
also
contracted
COVID,” said Harris. “Hearing the horror stories of
how they had to deal with
it and going through it with
them made me want to do
this more.”
Statistics show the pandemic is attacking minority
communities at disproportionately higher rates than
whites. However, they both
believe the issue is deeper
than skin color.
“This is about humanity,
this is about your moral
fiber in this world. Is it
based on wealth and power
or is it based on the fundamental belief that all
people are created equal
and I love them all the
same because they all have
the same right?” Harris
asked. “VitaCorpo doesn’t
give a crap about what you
look like. It cares about do
you want to be safe.”
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Hurricanes, mold devastate South Carolina town
Continued from page 1A
and floods have been so
severe since 2015 that
people are suffering from
exposure to mold. Each
time powerful storms blow
through, moisture rises beneath people's homes - and
so does the fungus that's
tied to an array of health
ailments.
Allergies,
coughing,
wheezing, headaches and
asthma are just a few of
the problems linked to indoor mold exposure. For
people who already have
adverse health conditions,
like Felton's father, mold in
their houses adds to the
health threat. But others
also can suffer, including
children, researchers say.
The advance of mold, felt
acutely in poor areas
where people have little
money to kill it, is a consequence of the earth’s
changing climate, which
scientists say has begun to
cause heavier rains and
flooding.
“Mold is generally caused
by a combination of moisture and heat,” said Gina
Solomon, a University of
California-San Francisco
professor who studied the
explosion of mold that occurred in New Orleans
after Hurricane Katrina 15
years ago.
“So the conditions that
foster the growth of mold
get worse in any part of the
country facing this for
longer parts of the year,”
she said. “Those things are
much more likely with climate change. We are seeing the conditions mold
loves, unfortunately, expanding.”
Other
communities
where mold has been a
problem in recent years include Nichols, a small town
in South Carolina’s coastal
plain and perhaps the
poster child for repeat
flooding since 2015.
Floods from swollen
rivers have gotten so bad
many people have abandoned Nichols. But some
have tried to repair damaged and moldy homes,
said Frank Oliver, a Marion
County
conservation
group official familiar with
Nichols.

Researchers at the University of South Carolina
have found that substantial flooding is more than
an inconvenience. It is
making mold a growing
threat along the East Coast
and in the Palmetto State.
One 2020 study reported
that mold began to sprout
in houses in the northeastern United States in 2017 five years after mold
caused
by
Hurricane
Sandy-related floods had
been cleaned up.
The study, overseen by
former USC professor
Anindya Chanda, also discovered higher amounts of
some molds inside a handful of flood-damaged
homes in Columbia and
Charleston than in homes
that weren't flooded.
Chanda, who has studied
mold for 16 years, said the
health-threatening fungus
many people are dealing
with may be a sign of future climate-related hazards.
“It is a huge threat,” he
said. “I cannot emphasize
that enough.”
Chanda said he's concerned that people who get
sick from exposure to
mold could become vulnerable to diseases like the
coronavirus, which prey on
those with weakened immune systems.
Sellers Mayor Barbara
Hopkins knows about coronavirus. Hopkins said
she recently suffered a
bout with COVID-19 but
has since recovered. While
she thinks she will be fine,
Hopkins worries about
others in the town she supervises along the MarionDillon county line.
“Your lungs are already
damaged from mold, from
breathing that air every
day,” she said. “When you
get Covid, you aren't going
to be able to breathe.”
Unfortunately, state and
federal agencies don't do
much to protect people
from mold that forms inside homes, some political
leaders say.
The state and federal
governments do not oversee mold in the air of
homes to determine what
is safe, unlike what they do

with outdoor air pollution.
And while the Federal
Emergency Management
Agency has money available for disaster assistance
after hurricanes, it does
not provide individual disaster aid for people to
clean up mold following
big storms.
Rutgers University mold
researcher Joan Bennett, a
member of the prestigious
National
Academy
of
Sciences, said some interests have tried to downplay the hazards of mold,
namely insurance companies concerned about
payouts.
Mold affects people differently, but it's a threat to
many folks, she said.
"Lots of people can get
really, really sick from
mold exposure," Bennett
said. "And it can manifest
itself in different ways."
MOLDY HORRORS
In the past five years,
parts of South Carolina
have experienced unusually heavy rainfalls –
much of that tied to hurricanes – and each time,
Sellers residents have
cringed at the prospect of
more flooding.
Sharon Miles, a town
councilwoman in Sellers, is
among those dealing with
the reality of mold. The
mother of a 3-year-old son,
Miles spends one day a
week cleaning parts of her
mobile home that are most
susceptible to mold.
If she stopped the cleansing, it wouldn't take long
for mold to form inside her
home, said Miles, who
worries that mold is growing in parts of the house
she can’t see.
“The mold comes out of
the woodwork,” she said.
"Where you think the mold
can't grow, it grows. If
there is a little crack, mold
will grow. I think there is
more
mold
in
the
house...to be honest. Once
the moisture hits, the mold
hits.”
Miles said the mold problem is easy to understand.
“It’s because of the moisture,” Miles said. “You can't
stop the rain.”
Since
2015,
Marion
County, where Sellers is lo-

cated, has experienced
three of its wettest years in
the past century, receiving
anywhere from 10 inches
to more than a foot of rain
above normal, according to
the National Weather Service.
Marion’s troubles result
from visits by hurricanes
Matthew and Florence in
years after the 2015 flood
that swamped South Carolina, a storm driven by
Hurricane Joaquin offshore.
In
2016,
Matthew
dropped more than 15
inches on the county in a
few days, flooding Sellers
and nearby roads. All told
that year, Marion County
received more than 60
inches of rainfall.
Nearly the same amount
fell on Marion County two
years later, when Hurricane Florence arrived.
Now, eastern South Carolina, which includes Marion
County, is on track for a
record-breaking year of
rainfall, statistics show.
The eastern part of the
state has had more than 54
inches of precipitation so
far this year, surpassing
the average rainfall for an
entire year. The Pee Dee region of eastern South Carolina normally gets about
44 inches in a year, according to the S.C. Climatology
Office.
“It’s been a significant
stretch of heavy rainfall in
the Pee Dee,” state climatologist Hope Mizzell said.
More intense hurricanes,
fueled by warmer ocean
waters, are an example of
how climate change is
threatening the planet,
scientists say. But big
storms aren't confined to
the beachfront. Many are
smacking the Carolinas,
hovering over inland areas
and depositing buckets of
rain.
That's a problem for
many communities on
South Carolina's interior
coastal plain, including
Sellers.
Strapped for cash and
filled with poverty-stricken
residents, Sellers sits in a
naturally low-lying area
where a canal and drainage
ditches overflow during

heavy rains. Many homes
sit low to the ground, with
little elevation, making it
easy for flood waters to get
inside and mold to form.
A drive through Sellers
earlier this year revealed
several blocks of abandoned homes. Mayor Hopkins escorted a reporter
and a photographer from
The State newspaper into
some of the houses, pointing at moldy walls and
floors.
One aging wood-frame
home on Bank Street had a
placard on it, saying it was
structurally unsafe. A
home on Burch Road
showed evidence that fungus was eating through the
floor.
Another home on Burch
Road, where Hopkins'
brother once lived, had a
black moldy fungus on the
walls of most rooms. One
wall inside the front door
stood out. The wall contained growth so thick it
resembled glossy black
paint. Her brother discovered the problem when he
pulled paneling down to
look for the fungus, Hopkins said.
Hopkins’ brother, Raleigh
Singletary, left the house
after the 2015 flood because he found it hard to
breathe in the moldy environment. It also was difficult and expensive to make
home repairs.
Standing inside the doorway of the abandoned
home earlier this year, Singletary frowned at the
thought of living in a house
with mold on the walls.
“The only thing I can say
is it was terrible. Terrible,”
Singletary said on a trip to
check on the house. “I
don’t like it.”
Hopkins inspected a
house that had not been
abandoned, which belonged to Julius Lester,
who suffered for years
from lung ailments and
other health conditions.
When Hopkins opened
the door, the smell of mold
was evident in the air. The
bottom of the wall in a
room that contained a
washing machine and a toilet had a coating of black
growth.

Lester, 71, had been
using a sofa in the living
room as his sleeping
quarters, rather than his
bedroom, because mold
was worse in the back of
the house, Hopkins said.
Lester wasn't home the day
The State's journalists visited. He had gone to the
hospital because "he couldn't breathe. He was sick,"
Hopkins said.
Six weeks later, Lester
died in the hospital, leaving Hopkins and her
mother, Gertrude Singletary, to wonder if mold had
contributed to his lung illnesses, and ultimately his
death. Singletary raised
Lester after his mother
died when he was a child.
“He would say, ‘Aunt
Gert, I believe that this is
the mold,’” Gertrude Singletary, 92, said. “But I said
‘Honey, I don’t know.’ I
tried to clean. I tried to do
all I could.”
Felton, the veteran nurse
whose father died last
January, said it was evident
to her that mold contributed to his health problems.
In poor health because of
diabetes and kidney disease, her father, a popular
local resident named Little
Neal Felton, had left his
home in 2019 to live with a
son. Over the next three
months, the elder Felton's
health improved, she said.
But he missed his home
and insisted on moving
back – and that was a mistake, Gwen Felton said.
After returning to his
trailer, "you started seeing
the same thing as before,"
she said. “He was going
down, he was frail looking.
His eyes looked weak and
red.”
Resolving mold problems can be expensive.
Cleaning up mold-infested homes often requires tearing out sheet
rock and other materials
that soak up water and
foster the growth of the
fungus. But mold cleanups
can cost $5,000-$20,000,
depending on the severity
of the problem, according
to testimony given to a
state mold committee last
year.
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The power of
trust and truth
COVID-19 has killed more than 230,000 people
in the U.S., and the death toll continues to rise at a
rate of about 1,000 per day.
We know, however, that families and communities don’t count their losses in thousands or
hundreds; they count them one-by-one – a father,
a teacher, a sister, a friend, a nurse, a
son, a tribal elder, a church member.
And these losses hurt.
But some communities feel the impact of COVID-19 more than others.
Latinos, along with African Americans
and American Indians, account for
more than half of all COVID-related
GARY H. cases, even though they represent
GIBBONS just a third of the population. According to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, these groups require
hospitalization at a rate about five
times higher than whites, due to the
severity of their illnesses or lack of
early access to health care. And the
mortality outcomes reflect this as
well: Latinos and American Indians
die at 1.5 times the rate of whites, and
African Americans, at 2.4 times the
rate.
ELISEO J.
As scientists and NIH colleagues
PEREZ-STABLE with more than 60 years of combined
research experience in health disparities, we are not surprised by these discouraging
statistics. But these awful numbers also feel
deeply personal: they represent our friends, our
family, our loved ones, too, as our roots are in
these very communities—Philadelphia’s African
American neighborhoods, Miami’s Cuban immigrant diaspora.
COVID-19, the disease caused by the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, has simply shone a spotlight
on health disparities that have long affected underrepresented communities like ours. We know,
for example, that obesity, diabetes, and heart disease are more prevalent among people of color. If
you have any of these conditions and contract
COVID-19 you run a much higher risk for severe
complications and death.
But biology and behavior are just part of the picture. Where we work, whether we have access to
quality health care, what we eat, and other socioeconomic conditions also drive health disparities.
As we grapple with the effects of these health inequities on our daily lives, we can take simple public health measures to help prevent the immediate
spread of this disease, starting with wearing a
mask, washing our hands, and maintaining six feet
of distance from others. But that won’t be enough
to end the pandemic in communities of color.
As the leaders of two public health research
agencies, we know we can’t just devise solutions
from Washington, D.C. We must also work with
those who are most trusted, respected, and closest
to these hard-hit communities. Through joint local
efforts, we believe we can ensure that the best,
most accurate information reaches these communities, and that they are informed about, and
included in, diverse research studies essential for
developing safe, effective treatments, and vaccines for all. That is why the National Institutes of
Health has issued a $12 million award to support
teams in 11 states to establish the Community Engagement Alliance Against COVID-19 Disparities.
This Alliance has already brought together community- and faith-based organizations, doctors,
patients, researchers, community advocates and
minority-serving educational institutions. For
weeks, from Sacramento, California to Jackson,
Mississippi, we have been listening carefully—to
concerns, fears, very practical questions, and
ideas. Our sincere hope is that, working together,
we will find ways to overcome COVID-19 in a
manner that takes into account the history, cultural differences, and unique input and needs of
the people it affects most.
How do we do this? We start by offering reliable
and easily understood information based on
science, by dispelling myths, and by explaining
the importance of research. CEAL is working with
trusted members in communities like yours to ensure access to information that can be shared
through virtual town halls, infographics, animated
videos, and in many other ways – like social media
posts.
Importantly, we also will be encouraging participation in research studies designed to stamp out
COVID-19 in high-risk communities. That’s because clinical trials, the fundamental part of the
scientific process, show whether new medicines
and vaccines are effective at protecting you
against disease. When a drug gets approved and
your doctor prescribes it for you, you are not
wrong to wonder whether it has been tested and
shown to work — and especially shown to work
for people like you.
This is why it is so important for research
studies to include people from all races, genders,
ages, socio-economic classes and more. We simply
need to learn who is likely to benefit the most
from any given treatment. In other words, we can’t
develop effective drugs and vaccines to conquer
COVID-19 in communities of color without the active participation of the people who live there.
We strongly believe that when done right, inclusive research leads to solutions that get us where
we need to be.
Gary H. Gibbons M.D. is director of the National
Heart, Lung, Blood Institute. Eliseo J. Pérez-Stable
M.D. is director of the National Institute on Minority
Health and Health Disparities.
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Demand fair redistricting in 2021
If this past election has
taught us anything, it’s
that each of our votes truly
matters and must be
counted.
To make sure that a fair
election process happens
every time, we must have
fair electoral maps and end
the practice of gerrymandering. We all need to play
an active role in how our
political maps are drawn
during the upcoming redistricting process.

Redistricting is the process of redrawing our districts to reflect the change
in our population recorded
by the Census, which occurs every 10 years. Gerrymandering happens when
politicians manipulate this
process in order to draw
electoral maps that ensure
their party wins more districts which are out of proportion to the actual
percentage of the population. Gerrymandering

changes the value and
weight of every vote. It’s
unfair and it’s cheating –
no matter which party tries
it.
Our political system is
broken, and politicians are
making it worse by using
gerrymandering to ensure
they get re-elected. Gerrymandering contributes to
hyper-partisanship in our
politics and allows politicians to pander to special interests but ignore the

people they represent.
2021 is an important
year because we the people
can call and lobby our
elected officials as they
draw maps. We can demand and attend hearings.
We can make it known that
it’s time to end gerrymandering. I’m asking my
neighbors to join me and
push for fair maps.
Robert Williams
Charlotte

More NC books for gift giving
Continued from page 2A
Rash shares a short sequel
to his acclaimed novel, “Serena” and nine of his best
short stories.In Ann Tyler’s
“Redhead by the Side of
the Road.” a single, wonderfully weird self-employed tech expert meets a
teen who claims to be his
son.
Therese Anne Fowler’s “A
Good Neighborhood” is a
tragedy of racism’s effect
on a teenage boy living in a

mostly white Raleigh
neighborhood.
Randall Kenan died three
weeks before his short
story collection, “If I Had
Two Wings,” was selected
as one of 10 nominees for
the National Book Award.
Two of North Carolina’s favorite food authors, Jean
Anderson and Vivian Howard, have new books. Anderson combines great
food and North Carolina
pottery with favorite reci-

pes contributed by 24
North Carolina potters in
“Kiln to Kitchen: Favorite
Recipes from Beloved
North Carolina Potters.”
Vivian Howard’s “This
Will Make It Taste Good: A
New Path to Simple Cooking” would make an appreciated gift. Her earlier “A
Chef’s Life” is a lasting
classic and makes a good
gift at any time.
For Civil War buffs David
Silkenat’s “Raising the

White Flag: How Surrender
Defined the American Civil
War” looks at the war
through the lens of numerous surrenders on both
sides.
There are many more,
but I promise, no more
holiday book lists—for
now.
D.G. Martin hosts “North
Carolina Bookwatch,” Sunday 3:30 p.m. and Tuesday
at 5 p.m. on UNC-TV.

BRING JOY
to the world
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AT A TIME
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Jeremy Chinn (21) is congratulated by teammates after returning a recovered fumble for a touchdown in the Carolina Panthers’ 28-27 loss to Minnesota Sunday. Chinn
returned two fumbles for scorers within a 10-second span, a first in NFL history.

Failures of epic proportion
Carolina heads into bye week looking to atone for series of bad clock management and strategy decisions
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Matt Rhule hit the nail on the head when
he said he and his coaching staff deserve
full blame for the Panthers surrendering
an 11-point fourth quarter lead and losing
28-27 to the Vikings on Sunday.
Carolina (4-8) botched this game — and
a chance to climb into the playoff hunt.
“As a coaching staff, we didn’t get the job
done (Sunday),” Rhule said. “Anytime you
have two defensive touchdowns and you
don’t win, it’s on you. Anytime that you

“

hold them to 55 yards (rushing), it’s on us
as a staff. To not be able to put the game
away with the ball at the 10-yard line with
two minutes left is unacceptable by us as
a staff. To not to be able to stop them and
then not be able to make the field goal at
the end with a chance to win the game –
we had three opportunities to close it out
and we did not.”
Clock management has been an issue all
season.
Leading by three, Carolina recovered a
muffed punt at the Vikings 9 with 2:10 re-

maining. After two runs came up short, the
Panthers faced a third-and-goal at the 3.
But despite a Vikings timeout after the second-down play, offensive coordinator Joe
Brady was slow in getting the play call into
the huddle.
The Panthers hurried to the line and
Teddy Bridgewater’s pass in the end zone
sailed behind D.J. Moore. The Panthers
kicked a short field goal, and then watched
the Vikings drive 75 yards for the winning
touchdown.
Bridgewater said the Panthers “panicked

a little bit” not knowing whether to run or
pass on third down.
“We just didn’t have enough time to execute,” Bridgewater said. “It was a play
where we wanted to shift Robby (Anderson) to get a good man/zone read to see
what defense they’re in. Because we’re
against the clock we just had to rush into
it.”
Carolina’s lack of blitzing on Minnesota’s
final drive also proved to be a mistake as
Kirk Cousins picked the Panthers apart.
Please see RHULE | 6A

As a coaching staff, we didn’t get the job done. Anytime you have two defensive
touchdowns and you don’t win, it’s on you.
Charolina Panthers coach MATT RHULE

“

By Steve Reed

Bridgewater’s positivity helped him persevere
By Steve Reed
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Teddy Bridgewater takes a moment before every kickoff and says to himself: “I’m
blessed.”
That has been the quarterback’s mentality even before a devastating knee injury
in 2016 nearly ended his football career.
But the injury — and his long road back
to becoming an NFL starter — has served
as a steadfast reminder to never take any-

thing in life for granted. And, to stay positive along the way.
“I just remind myself that
there is somebody out there
going through something 10
times worse than I may be experiencing at this moment,”
the Panthers quarterback
said.
On Sunday, Bridgewater reBridgewater
turned to Minnesota to face

the Vikings, the team for which he played
when he suffered a torn ACL and dislocated knee during a non-contact drill in
training camp practice 4 1/2 years ago.
Bridgewater still has friends on the
Vikings and remains close to coach Mike
Zimmer.
Vikings tight end Kyle Rudolph called
Bridgewater the most likeable person that
he’s been around over the past decade in
Minnesota.

“People in the front office, coaching staff,
players that played with him, workers in
the building, everyone loved Teddy,”
Rudolph said. “You loved his energy and
positivity that he brought every day, his
work ethic that he brought every day.”
After Bridgewater’s injury, Rudolph and
teammates Adrian Peterson and Michael
Griffin went to visit the QB in the hospital.
There, Bridgewater joked about how his
Please see BRIDGEWATER’S | 6A

Charlotte
shows some
progress

What to watch
from Hornets
in new season

49ers look to get in win
column vs. ACC foes

The Charlotte Hornets could really be worth
watching in 2020-21.
They were playing their best ball at the end
of the truncated 2020 campaign, which was
cut short by the coronavirus pandemic. They
weren’t invited to the Orlando bubble experience and obviously didn’t make the playoffs
– for the fourth straight year – but the reclamation project undertaken by GM Mitch
Kupchak and coach James Borrego has new
parts to go with intriguing holdover assets.
In that spirit, here are six touchpoints as
training camp quickly melts into the regular
season.
Have a Ball, LaMelo
There’s a lot of hype surrounding the third
overall pick, which should be good for the
Hornets, who can use a marquee name in the
worst possible way. The rookie held his own
playing professionally overseas the last couple of years, but this is the NBA and Ball will
need some space to grow.
Ball doesn’t have a polished scoring arsenal,
but his best asset – passing the ball – should
get a chance to shine early. If he shows a willingness to defend on the wing or smaller point
guards, Ball will get plenty of opportunities to
show what he’s got. Look at it this way: as the
third pick overall, the Hornets and Ball need
to get this pairing off to the hottest start possible.
How will Gordon Hayward fit?
Six years after signing him to an offer sheet
that Utah matched, Charlotte finally landed
Hayward in free agency. In the last three seasons in Boston, the 6-7 forward averaged 13.9
points, 5.4 rebounds and 3.6 assists in 28.9
minutes per game. Hayward was a role player

By Herbert L. White
herb.l.white@thecharlottepost.com

By Ashley Mahoney
ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

Charlotte 49ers women’s basketball is off
to a slow start.
An 80-73 loss to Clemson (3-0) in Charlotte’s home opener put them 0-2, yet coach
Cara Consuegra praised her team’s improvement in the five days since their 7468 season-opening loss at Appalachian
State.
“I told the team in the locker room after
the game, I’m just happy for our growth
from one game to the next,” Consuegra
said. “Really disappointed with the way we
competed at App State and I thought we
came out today and really competed at a
high level. We are still working through
some things that we have to get better at.”
Turnovers cost Charlotte, as Clemson
scored 19 points off 19 49ers turnovers,
one more than they committed against Ap-

CHARLOTTE ATHLETICS

The Charlotte 49ers showed improvement in an 80-73 loss to Clemson Monday at Halton Arena
that dropped them to 0-2. “I told the team in the locker room after the game I’m just happy for
our growth from one game to the next,” Charlotte coach Cara Consuegra said.
palachian State. Charlotte tallied 13 points
off 14 Clemson turnovers.
“Some costly turnovers and some bad
shots really deterred us,” said junior center
Jazmin Harris, who had 10 points and eight
rebounds.
Said Consuegra: “Two games in a row of
just turnovers at really inopportune times
obviously hurt us. We’ve gotta figure out a
way to play better defensively, especially in
terms of defending the ball screen. I think

that’s probably the thing I’m disappointed
with the most. It’s just too easy to score on
us right now. We take a lot of pride in our
defense. We have been one of the best defenses in Conference USA the last couple of
years. We just need to grow in that area. We
have a lot of good pieces, but we have a lot
of new pieces.”
Consuegra urged the 49ers to be confident as they face a season unlike any other
Please see EVEN AT |6A

Another week, another game lost for the 49ers
By Ashley Mahoney
ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

Time is running out for Charlotte 49ers football.
The program announced the
cancelation of Tuesday’s Conference USA East Division game
against Western Kentucky due to
COVID-19 testing within Charlotte’s program. The game had

already been postponed from
Nov. 28 to Dec. 1 due to the virus
by Charlotte. The 49ers have not
played since Oct. 31 against nonconference opponent Duke.
“We had high hopes that we
would be able to play,” 49ers Director of Athletics Mike Hill said
in a statement. “We are disappointed for both teams and ap-

preciate WKU and Conference
USA for having worked with us
to accommodate the unusual
game date and time. We’ll continue to follow the advice of our
medical professionals as they
guide us to the safest outcomes
for our student-athletes, coaches
and staff. We also recognize that
having not played a game since

Oct. 31 creates uncertainty for
everyone involved. We will continue to make decisions with our
student-athletes’ desires and
best interests at heart.”
Charlotte is 2-3, 2-1 in Conference USA. Their last four games
have been canceled or postponed, including non-conferPlease see ANOTHER | 6A

Please see WHAT TO WATCH | 6A
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Playing time at guard for the Charlotte Hornets is bound to be at a premium with Terry
Rozier (left) and Devonte Graham batling Malik Monk and LaMelo Ball for minutes.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Carolina Panthers quarterback Teddy Bridgewater, who was drafted by the Minnesota Vikings in 2014,
made his return to Minneapolis last week in a 28-27 loss. Bridgewater, who suffered a career-threatening knee injury 4 1/2 years with the Vikings, is still popular among his former teammates and
coaches.

Bridgewater’s positivity
helps him persevere
Continued from page 5A
comeback would be even more impressive
than Peterson’s, who bounced back from a
torn ACL in 2011 and was the NFL’s Most
Valuable Player the following season.
“Just his energy, his positive outlook on
everything,” Rudolph said. “He was the most
positive one in the room — and yet here he’s
the one sitting in the hospital bed not knowing if he was every going to play football
again. That’s just something that’s contagious.”
Panthers coach Matt Rhule has seen that
contagious personality first-hand, noticing
how players flock to him. Rhule called it
amazing how Bridgewater has maintained
that positive attitude despite what he’s been
through.
“Sometimes the deep, dark places that you
can go to when you’re injured,” Rhule said.
“... You wake up and you’re in pain, you’re
constantly having to push your body to the
next step. It becomes part of your life and it
can wear on you and it can become depressing and it can be mentally exhausting.”
Panthers wide receiver D.J. Moore said
Bridgewater is “always upbeat.”

“You never see him down,” Moore said.
“Coming off his injury, he still seems upbeat
and never looks back and never dwells on it.”
Zimmer, who allowed Bridgewater to walk
as a free agent following the 2017 season, still
stays in touch with the QB. Before the season
he told Bridgewater he hopes he wins 15
games — everyone except last Sunday’s,
which the Vikings won 28-27 on a last-minute
touchdown.
“He’s just one of those guys that’s always
in a good mood,” Zimmer said. “Everybody
gravitates towards him. Nothing really phases
him, just goes about his business.”
Bridgewater didn’t want to talk much about
his return to Minnesota, even though he knew
it was a talking point. For him, it was just another game he considers himself blessed to
play in.
“I tell myself every day I get the same 24
hours as the guys mopping floors at hospitals
or schools, so it’s about how I maximize my
24 hours,” Bridgewater said. “I see myself as
a humble servant and one of my approaches
in life is to make those around me better,
whether that is by being positive or just giving a smile, or just little things that go along
with it.”

Rhule admits coaching mistakes
that cost the Panthers 4-8 record
Continued from page 5A
The result was another frustrating loss.
WHAT’S WORKING
Carolina’s running game was working well
early on with Mike Davis, Rodney Smith and
Trenton Cannon ripping off 10-plus yard
gains. The problem is the drives didn’t result
in enough points after Bridgewater threw an
interception in the red zone and Joey Slye
missed a field goal. The Panthers finished
with 107 yards on 28 carries, but it seemed
they went away from the run game too early,
particularly in the fourth quarter when they
were trying to close out the Vikings.
WHAT NEEDS HELP
Bridgewater had yet another chance to win
a game for the Panthers with the ball in his
hands in the final minutes, only to fail again.
Bridgewater’s failure to execute a pass to an
open Moore on third-and-goal late in the
game and essentially finish off the Vikings’
coffin is a microcosm of what has been happening all season in Carolina. Bridgewater
was unable to come up with the big play
when the Panthers needed it most and fell to
4-8.
STOCK UP
Panthers rookie linebacker/safety Jeremy
Chinn became the first player in NFL history
to score defensive touchdowns on back-toback plays from scrimmage, returning two
fumbles for touchdowns. Chinn is in contention for NFL Defensive Rookie of the Year
honors; he entered the game leading all rook-

ies in tackles and added 13 more to that total.
STOCK DOWN
Slye has a reputation for having a big leg,
but the second-year kicker has struggled
from long range. He’s 1 of 6 on field goal attempts of 50 yards or more, including missing a 54-yard attempt at the end of regulation.
“A 54-yarder is something that should be in
my wheelhouse and should be somewhat of
a kick that’s a higher percentage,” Slye said.
He is 92% (23 of 25) on the season from inside 50 yards.
INJURED
Rhule said Monday that X-rays on Moore’s
ankle were negative and that he wouldn’t rule
him out of playing in the Dec. 13 home game
against the Broncos. Also, Bridgewater injured
his left arm on Carolina’s final offensive play
of the game, but said he is “fine.”
KEY NUMBER
3 — Number of games Christian McCaffrey
has played in this season. The 2019 All-Pro
running back has scored six touchdowns in
those games. He’s expected to return to action after Carolina’s bye next week, although
it is likely too late to save the season.
NEXT STEPS
If the Panthers decided to make a change at
quarterback to P.J. Walker, who is 1-0 as a
starter, or 2019 third-round draft pick Will
Grier, now would be the time to do it as the
team has an extra week to prepare because
of the bye week.

What to watch from the
Hornets in new season
Continued from page 5A
with a mature and talented Celtics
squad, but he’ll get a chance to shine
in Charlotte, which needs his shooting
(48.4% from the field with Boston) and
leadership.
Who’ll make the biggest leap?
While some might argue P.J. Washington (12.2 points, 5.4 rebounds per
game last year as a rookie) will jump to
alpha status, don’t bet against Devonte
Graham to continue his rise to prominence.
Graham wasn’t a finalist for the NBA’s
Most Improved Player award, a mystery
after going from 4.7 points and 2.6 assists per game as a rookie to 18.2 and
7.5 in his second season, but it should
be motivation enough to improve. Playing time in the backcourt is bound to
be fierce with Terry Rozier, Malik Monk
and top draft pick LaMelo Ball in the rotation, but Graham is up to the challenge.
Smaller and athletic
You can’t play if you don’t run could
be this year’s mantra. Coach James Borrego is assembling a squad that can get
up the floor, starting with the draft day
haul signals that Charlotte is getting
with the times for positionless basketball with an emphasis on creating or
solving matchups. The open question

this season is how well this group
adapts to Borrego’s defensive scheme.
Monk’s growth
There were flashes of consistency for
Monk last season on the way to a career-best 10.3 points per game. Then
he was busted for violating the league’s
substance abuse policy, which put a
major wrinkle in the Hornets’ rotation.
Monk’s served his time and by all indications Borrego is excited by what
can be accomplished as Monk tries to
live up to expectations that have been
lofty going on four years now.
Be big, play bigger
While the Hornets are banking on
smaller players to make the leap on
both ends of the floor, there’s still a
need for bigs who can make contributions.
Cody Zeller is still on the roster, but
he’s a tradeable asset after averaging
11.1 points and 7.1 boards last year.
Among the youngsters, rookie Vernon
Carey Jr., a second-team All-America
who averaged 17.8 points and 8.8 rebounds a game in his lone season at
Duke, has some range at 6-foot-10.
Another rookie, Nick Richards (14.0
points, 7.8 rebounds per game as a junior at Kentucky), has the athleticism
and range to chip in some playing time.

Even at 0-2, Charlotte women
showing some improvement
Continued from page 5A

due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
“We are just finding good ways to
play so that we don’t have to lose a
game within the season (to COVID-19),
because every game isn’t promised,”
Harris said.
Charlotte’s next two opponents, like
Clemson, are ACC teams. They host
Wake Forest on Dec. 3 at 6 p.m. and go
to North Carolina on Dec. 6 at 4 p.m.
Consuegra said these are the types of

programs she wants the 49ers to face,
in order to prepare for Conference USA
competition.
“We want to play ACC teams,” Consuegra said. “We want to play SEC
teams. We want to play Power Five
teams. I’ve never created a schedule in
my entire career that would guarantee
us 20 wins. That’s not what we are
about. We want to be challenged. We
want to get better.”

Another week and another
game lost for 49ers football
Continued from page 5A
ence opponent Gardner-Webb on Nov.
14 as well as conference opponents
Middle Tennessee, Marshall and Western
Kentucky.
Earlier
postponements/cancelations included
non-conference games against North
Carolina and Georgia State.

Charlotte’s Oct. 17 postponement
versus Florida International was
rescheduled for Dec. 5 as the 49ers’
season finale with a decision about the
game’s fate based on testing results
from both programs. The C-USA championship is scheduled for Dec. 18. It
was originally slated for Dec. 5.
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